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to know you and understand your business. We observe how you use 
our products and continually look for ways to make them better meet 
your expectations. 

Just as in lawn care, we’ve learned that it’s the details that make the 
difference between good enough and "Simply the Best." It’s using 
heavy-duty Ogura clutches that will outlast standard clutches and 
are easily maintained. It’s using cutter deck spindles with cast iron 
housings and fully greasable, tapered roller bearings that can take up 
to 50% more load than standard ball bearings.  

Toughness, quality and dependability.

Those are the values that you can count 

on in every Scag® product because they 

are the same values that we look for in 

the people who make our products. 

It’s even something as simple as placing the cup holder in a 
convenient location or designing our seats to adjust to a wide range of 
positions for the ultimate in operator comfort. 

Call us old-fashioned, but we believe that quality and substance 
matter. We believe that you’ll appreciate the attention to detail and 
craftsmanship that we put into every single product that leaves our 
facilities. We believe that once you own a Scag, you’ll never want to 
own another brand of mower. 

You can depend on our mowers to increase your productivity, reduce 
your downtime and boost your bottom line because we can depend on 
the people who build your mowers to understand the value of a hard 
day’s work and the pride that comes from a job well done.

We’ve been manufacturing mowers and lawn maintenance equipment 
for more than 30 years, and over that time we’ve learned a thing or two 
about what it takes to be "Simply the Best." It all begins by listening to 
you, the people who earn their living in lawn care. We don’t just build 
a mower that we hope will meet your needs. We take the time to get 
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WE BU ILd  SCAg MoWErS for  
HArd -WorkINg CUSToMErS WHo 
dEPENd oN THEM To  EArN A  L Iv INg. 

Heavy-duty Scag spindles are the envy of the  
industry – Velocity Plus and Advantage decks.

Hydraulic oil coolers and/or pump cooling fans 
extend component life – Turf Tiger™, Cheetah, 
Freedom Z®, V-Ride™ and SWZT.

Operator Suspension System with a coil-over 
shock provides incredible, adjustable comfort 
without affecting cut quality – Cheetah™.

Tri-Plate deck construction provides superior  
strength  – V-Ride and Zero-Turn Riders  
(excluding Freedom Z).

Heavy-duty driveshaft for solid, dependable 
power to the cutter deck – Turf Tiger. 

Patented deck-leveling adjustment is quick and 
easy – Select  Zero-Turn Riders.

Velocity Plus™ cutter deck delivers an unmatched 
quality-of-cut and wide, even discharge.

Ground speeds up to 16 mph ensure high 
productivity – Cheetah.

Quick-Fit™ adjustable steering levers accommodate 
any operator – Turf Tiger and Cheetah 61"/72".

BUILT  W ITH  Pr IdE
Scag mowers are proudly built in 
the USA, as they have been since 
1983, in Mayville and West Bend, 
Wisconsin. While many other 
companies buy many of their parts from  
outside sources and simply assemble their 
machines, Scag builds virtually all of the 
structural components of its mowers in-house 
to ensure the highest quality.

SoLd WITH  SCAg SErv ICE
Scag products are sold only through a network of 
authorized, full-service dealers. We will not sell through 
“big box” stores that leave you without service after the 
sale. Our dealers are factory-trained and ready to help you 
find the right Scag mower for your business or personal 
property. Only Scag Authorized Dealers can supply you 
with original, top-quality Scag products and parts.

dETAILS MAkE THE SCAg dIffErENCE.S I M P L Y  T H E  B E S T .

We want you to put your new Scag to work on the 
first day and know you made the right decision. 
Scag mowers are born from intelligent engineering 
inspired by “how can we make it better” thinking. 
That’s who we are and who we have always been, 
and that’s why when we say we’re “Simply the 
Best,” we mean it.

It’s our promise to you that every Scag® product is engineered, built and assembled to be everything 
you need and nothing you don’t. It’s our promise that we won’t cut corners by using inferior materials, 
passing along a sub-par weldment or deciding that a design is “good enough.”  It’s our promise of a tough, 
dependable and state-of-the-art machine that is going to provide exceptional quality-of-cut, reliability and 
comfort.  When you buy a Scag, you’re not just buying a lawn mower. You are buying our promise that we 
have done everything possible to provide you with a mower that truly is “Simply the Best.”

WHAT  doES  I T  MEAN To  BE  “S IMPLY  THE  BEST?” 
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CUTTEr  dECk
Velocity Plus™ decks are legendary for their 
proven performance and durability. No other 
deck leaves a smoother cut or channels and 
disburses clippings more evenly. The Velocity 
Plus deck combines a uniquely productive 
baffle design with the force of ultra-fast 
blade tip speeds to create a windstorm of 
air speed that disburses clippings far and 
wide. Professional cutters will tell you no 
other deck has the downright toughness or 
provides a better cut than the Scag® Velocity 
Plus Cutter Deck.

The Hurricane Plus™ Mulch System features a patented design 
that takes mulching to a new level. With “Eye of the Hurricane” 
mulching plates, bolt-in baffles, special Eliminator™ mulching 
blades and a side discharge block-off plate, the Hurricane Plus 
System cuts and re-cuts clippings into a fine mulch before 
dispersing them into the lawn.

The Hurricane Plus baffle design forces grass clippings to travel 
between the chambers for a more thorough mulching performance. 
Couple that with “Eye of the Hurricane” mulch plates that keep 
clippings in the path of the Eliminator blades, and this design ensures 
clippings are finely shredded and forcefully scattered down toward 
the soil, returning vital nutrients to the turf. Not only does this save you 
time and keep the lawn healthy, but it also benefits the environment by 
reducing landfill waste. 

The Scag Hurricane Plus Mulch System fits all Velocity Plus decks. 
Hurricane Mulch Systems are also available for most newer 
Advantage decks, Freedom Z® and the SWZT. 

HUrrICANE  PLUS  MULCH SYSTEM

• The Scag Turbo Baffle increases discharge velocity and creates a 
fanning pattern of discharged clippings, dispersing them cleanly 
and evenly – virtually eliminating windrowing and clumping, even in 
heavy cutting conditions. The Turbo Baffle is standard on zero-turn 
riders only. (Excluding Freedom Z, V-Ride and Walk-Behinds)

• 48", 52", 61" and 72" deck sizes available.

• Extra-large discharge opening for maximum  
clipping dispersal.

• Dual 12", rear-mounted anti-scalp rollers provide 
additional turf protection (one roller on SCZ48/52 
models; excludes Freedom Z and SWZT mowers).

• Replaceable trim-side wear pad protects the deck 
and landscaping from scraping and impact damage 
(excluding Freedom Z and SWZT mowers).

 
  

The 61" Velocity Plus Cutter Deck is now available with rear 
discharge (RD) on the Scag Cheetah. Same tough spindles and Tri-
Plate deck top, same Scag toughness built in. The Velocity Plus RD 
deck is ideal for cemeteries, roadsides, medians and parking lots, or 
any location where side discharging is not allowed or is undesirable.

THE  SCAg vELoCITY  PLUS  
rEAr  d ISCHArgE  CUTTEr  dECk

Scag cutter decks deliver superior 
strength and performance. Three layers 
of high-strength steel create the nearly 
1/2" thick (.485") Tri-Plate cutter deck top 
(V-Ride™ and Zero-turn riders – excluding 
Freedom Z). Scag decks are backed with 
a three-year “no-crack” warranty.

Scag’s patented Custom-Cut Baffle™ 
allows convenient adjustment of under-
deck airflow for optimum performance 
under all conditions. Whether you are 
tackling difficult-to-cut grass or collecting 
leaves in the fall, you will be prepared to 
handle the job with ease. 

The Scag Mulch Plate conveniently 
blocks off the discharge opening and 
allows you to easily mulch when needed. 
The bottom lip of the plate keeps grass 
in the cutting chamber longer for 
more thorough mulching and a clean, 
manicured finish. The Mulch Plate is 
a component of the Hurricane Mulch 
System and can also be purchased as a 
separate accessory.

Serrated Eliminator™ mulching blades 
have a high-lift ,“double-cut” edge for 
quick and thorough shredding of grass 
clippings and debris. Eliminator blades 
are included with the Hurricane Plus and 
Hurricane Mulch Systems. They also can 
be ordered separately for use with the 
Mulch Plate.

THE  SCAg HEA vY-dUTY  SP INdLE :  AN  INdUSTrY  BENCHMArk

•   Heavy-duty 1¹⁄8" diameter shaft made of high-strength, hardened steel alloy. 

•   Matched set of tapered roller bearings provide up to 50% more load-carrying    
     capacity than ball bearings.*

•   Top-mounted fitting for easy greasing.

•   Grease relief valve prevents over-greasing.

•   Secured with 5⁄16", grade-8 mounting hardware for superior strength.

•   Three-year limited warranty (see page 38 for details).

* NOTE: Freedom Z and SWZT use a sealed aluminum ball-bearing spindle design.
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ANd PErforMANCE

At the top of the food chain, the Turf Tiger™ represents the ultimate in  

zero-turn mower power, durability and performance. From its extra strength 

double-tube steel frame to the dual 16cc hydraulic pumps and high-torque 

wheel motors, this cat is built to power through the toughest terrain with ease 

and stability. Designed to be as easy on the operator as it is productive on 

the job, the Turf Tiger features our exclusive Command-Comfort™ Operator 

Station with adjustable torsion spring suspension seat and Quick-Fit™ 

adjustable steering control levers that let you enjoy being in the driver’s seat. 

With engine options that will get you moving up to 12 mph*, a large-capacity 

fuel tank and a heavy-duty hydraulic oil cooler, the Turf Tiger will take your 

productivity to a new level.

THE ULTIMATE IN PoWEr

*Ground speeds vary by model configuration. s c a g . c o m8



Heavy-duty driveshaft delivers solid, 
dependable power to the cutter deck.  
Specially engineered for ease-of-
maintenance.

Dual 16cc Hydro-Gear pumps power this 
dependable drive system. Pump shock 
valves ensure reliability and long life. 
Cooling fans on most models (excluding 
21CH-LP, 26CH-EFI and 25KA).

Heavy-duty Ogura GT3.5 clutch features 
250 ft/lbs of holding strength and GT5 (350 
ft/lbs) on 35BV models. Adjustable air-gap 
for long service life.

Oil cooler keeps hydraulic temperatures 
low for efficient operation, added 
reliability and long component life.

•  Large drive tires deliver superior traction and a smooth ride (24" 
drive tires on 61" and 72" models, 23" drive tires on 52" models).

• Command-Comfort™ Operator Station features unprecedented levels 
of adjustability and ergonomics. This individualized system fights 
fatigue and provides maximum comfort and convenience. 
  
  - Torsion spring suspension seat adjusts to operator’s weight to  
    provide superior comfort. Seat features full padding, forward/ 
    rearward adjustment, high back, adjustable armrests and       
    adjustable back angle. 
 
  - Quick-Fit™ steering control levers are fully adjustable to 
    provide a custom fit for maximum comfort. 
 
  -  3-position deck lift foot pedal allows individualized comfort for 

operators of all heights.

•  Ultra-low center-of-gravity makes the Turf Tiger™ surefooted on a 
wide variety of terrains.

•  Large-capacity, single fuel tank with a large angled neck for easy 
filling. Tank provides hours of cutting without refueling (approximately 
8.5-gallon tank for gas-powered units, 11-gallon tank for diesel units). 
Tank is mounted under the seat to lower the center-of-gravity for 
better stability and handling.

•  Digital hour meter features pre-programmed maintenance reminders; 
hour meter only activates when the engine is running to accurately 
record engine runtime.

•  High-strength, double-tube steel frame ensures a solid  
foundation for years of reliable service; replaceable front caster 
wheel weldments.

• Cutter deck driveshaft system provides consistent, reliable power 
and a wide cutting height range; deck cutting heights range from  
1" to 6" in ¼" increments.

•  Heavy-duty drive system features dual 16cc pumps and high-
torque wheel motors for responsive, dependable power.

•   Up to 12 mph forward speed on most units: 10.5 mph forward 
ground speeds on 21CH-LP, 26CH-EFI and 25KA models,  
5 mph reverse.

• 4-quart large capacity hydro system includes large oil cooler to 
increase hydraulic component efficiency and extend system life; 
pump cooling fans on most models (excluding 21CH-LP, 26CH-EFI 
and 25KA) further cool the hydraulic system.

•  Fabricated, welded and reinforced Velocity Plus™ cutter deck  
is ultra-strong and true commercial-grade. Tri-Plate deck is  
nearly ½" thick.

•  ROPS (Roll-Over Protection System) standard equipment,  
featuring low hinge point for easy transport and storage.

•  Convenient cup holder keeps beverage within reach.

•  Large caster wheels feature tapered roller bearings in axles and 
pivots for long life; lip seal keeps grease in and dirt out.

•  Flat-free caster tires reduce maintenance costs and keep you  
in the field, cutting grass.

A strong 25hp, 3-cylinder Kubota diesel 
is available on the Turf Tiger to provide 
heavy-duty, high-torque performance.

The Turf Tiger is available with a choice 
of propane options to meet clean air 
regulations.  Choose between a propane-
powered Kohler CH730 V-Twin engine 
(shown) or the Dual-Fuel (gas/propane) 
Kubota 3-cylinder engine.

Z E r o - T U r N  r I d E r

The Scag® Turf Tiger is available with an air-cooled Kohler 
Command Pro EFI engine. This engine is equipped with closed-
loop electronic fuel ignition (EFI) to reduce fuel consumption 
and maximize power. The Turf Tiger can also be outfitted with a 
Kawasaki FD791D-DFI (digital fuel injection) liquid-cooled engine 
that optimizes fuel economy and maximizes your profitability.

fUEL - INjECT IoN :
MAx IMIZE  PoWEr ANd rEdUCE  fUEL  CoSTS

“Scag is the only mower that I have ever used since I 

started my business over 20 years ago.  The Scag Turf  

Tiger is the best piece of lawn equipment made, period.” 

             – Rick Moulton / Professional Lawn Care & Landscaping / Tallahassee, FL

Engine hood on liquid-cooled models only, 
shown to the left.
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Whether you’re mowing one large property or several smaller ones in a day, 

the Cheetah™ will make sure you get the job done quickly and comfortably.            

The fastest mower in our line-up, the Cheetah can achieve ground speeds of 

up to 16 mph in high range and 12 mph in low range, and features a shift-on-

the-fly selector (61" & 72" models) that keeps you productive. This cat is not 

only fast, but its coil-over shock Operator Suspension System with five easily 

adjustable settings and rubber iso-mounted seat will make sure you don’t feel 

the aches and pains of your hard day’s work. Plus, all four deck sizes – 48", 

52", 61" and 72" – come standard with the incredible Velocity Plus™ deck for 

exceptional quality-of-cut and years of dependable performance.

BUILT for SPEEd
ANd CoMforT
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“I have owned them all, but needed a lawn mower that can keep up 

with me! Running a lawn business is difficult when your mowers 

are breaking down. This mower is responsible for mowing over 160 

lawns in a week and I have never had any issues with any of my  

Scag mowers. They are the most reliable mowers out there!  

Thank you Scag!” 

             – Kevin Laufenberg / Laufenberg Lawn Care / Cottage Grove, WI

48"/52"  CHEETAH
Cheetah™ models with a 48" or 52" Velocity Plus™ cutter deck feature 
Hydro-Gear ZT-3400 transaxles, 23" drive tires, ground speeds up to 
10.5 mph and 10-gallon fuel capacity.

•  Three-position steering lever dampener mounting lets you customize 
the feel and responsiveness of the controls for easier operation.

•  Dual integrated Hydro-Gear transaxles give you responsive, 
dependable power; a cooling fan on each unit keeps operating 
temperatures low.

•  Large capacity hydraulic system increases component efficiency  
and extends system life.

•  Extra-large drive tires provide dependable traction and  
a smooth ride.

•  6" wide, flat-free front caster tires have tapered roller bearings  
in the axles and pivots for long life; lip seals keep grease in  
and dirt out.

• The full-featured instrument panel is within easy reach and includes 
ignition switch, choke, engine throttle, cutter deck engagement, 
digital hour meter and gauges.

• Integrated tie-down locations make securing the Cheetah  
on a trailer simple.

•  Quick-Fit™ steering control levers (61" and 72" models only), 
Operator Suspension System, and a spacious footplate reduce 
fatigue for comfortable operation.

•  Double-tube mainframe (61" and 72" models only) makes the 
Cheetah tough, durable and dependable year after year.

•  Extra-low center-of-gravity gives the Cheetah surefooted stability on  
a wide variety of terrains.

•  Fabricated, welded and reinforced Velocity Plus™ cutter deck is  
ultra-strong and true commercial-grade. Tri-Plate deck top is  
nearly ½" thick.

• Patented deck-leveling adjustment bracket lets you quickly level the 
cutter deck with the turn of a bolt.

•  A choice of Kawasaki FX, Kohler, or Briggs & Stratton air-cooled 
engines give the Cheetah plenty of power.

•  Dual tanks provide up to 15-gallon fuel capacity (10-gallon capacity 
on 48" and 52" models) to keep you mowing for hours, ensuring 
better productivity.

•  Heavy-duty Ogura GT3.5 clutch provides 250 ft/lbs (Ogura GT5 on 
34CV-EFI and 36BV models provides 350 ft/lbs) of holding strength 
and features an adjustable air-gap for long service life.

SCAg ’S  oPErATor SUSPENSIoN SYSTEM  isolates the operator 
station from the effects of rough terrain. A coil-over shock provides effective 
suspension action right where it’s needed, and only where it’s needed, for a 
smooth ride. Adjust the suspension system on the fly from firm to soft with a 
selection of five settings to match your personal preference. 

This ultra-simple design utilizes only three moving parts to cushion the operator 
while maintaining the structural integrity of the mower’s frame. Most importantly, 
this suspension system has no negative effect on the quality-of-cut.

Z E r o - T U r N  r I d E r

Two-speed selector (61" and 72" models) 
lets you choose either low-range to travel 
up to 12 mph or high-range for up to 16 
mph. The single-speed transaxles on 48" 
and 52" models deliver speeds up to 10.5 
mph.

Adjust the height-of-cut in seconds from  
1¼" to 5" right from the seat with the 
improved vertical facing, foot-operated 
cutting height adjustment with convenient, 
adjustable, three-position foot pedal. 

The comfortable, contoured seat 
features rubber iso-mounts at four points 
to absorb vibration and increase comfort.
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Don’t be fooled by its size. The Tiger Cat™ can cut with the big cats all day 

long. Designed to deliver the ultimate in maneuverability and productivity, 

the  Tiger Cat will get you through the tight spots effortlessly while still 

making quick work of the wide-open areas. Its heavy-duty tubular steel 

frame and  Velocity Plus™deck ensure exceptional durability and quality-

of-cut, while the powerful drive system and large capacity fuel tanks help 

you maximize productivity. Featuring a low center-of-gravity and large 24" 

drive tires, the Tiger Cat gives you the stability and traction you need on 

tough terrain. And with a weight-adjustable torsion spring suspension seat 

available on most models, the Tiger Cat has the comfort features you need 

for all-day productivity.

EArNINg ITS STrIPES
WITH AgILITY ANd PoWEr
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“I had my first Scag mower for 9 years with no 

problems. It was an awesome mower and I  

loved it. Last summer we got another Scag. I think 

they are the best mowers made, and you won’t 

find any better. Thank you for building such  

a great American product, and here’s to many  

more years with my new Scag.” 

         – Robin Connolly  / Connolly Farms  / Cable, OH

Heavy-duty Ogura GT3.5 clutch features  
250 ft/lbs of holding strength. Adjustable  
air-gap for long life.

High-torque, cast-iron wheel motors ensure 
dependability. Heavy-duty drive system is 
designed for reliability.

Operator-friendly instrument panel includes 
a conveniently located ignition switch, 
cutter deck engagement switch, choke and 
throttle controls.

Foot pedal deck lift makes changing the 
height-of-cut fast and easy. Adjusts from  
1" to 5" in ¼" increments.

Rugged, dual 10cc hydraulic pumps feature 
pressure relief valves for added reliability  
and longer life.

Patented deck-leveling adjustment bracket 
delivers easy cutter deck leveling with the  
turn of a bolt.

ProdUCT IvE  ACCESSorIES  To 
CUSToMIZE  YoUr T IgEr  CAT

•  Interlocked parking brake system prevents movement when parking 
on slopes. Mower will not operate with brake engaged, preventing 
premature brake wear.

•  Large caster wheels feature tapered roller bearings for long life.  
Lip seals keep grease in and dirt out.

•  Tough idler pulley system features all-steel pulleys, high-quality 
bearings and pulley bearing debris guards for long, reliable service.

• Digital hour meter features pre-programmed maintenance reminders. 
Hour meter only activates when the engine is running to accurately 
record engine runtime.

•  User-friendly design provides simple operation and allows easy 
access for maintenance.

•  Air-filtration systems ensure clean engine air for maximum power and 
long life; heavy-duty remote canister filter on Kawasaki FX and Kohler 
engines; integrated oval cartridge-style filter on Briggs Professional 
Series engine; cyclonic filter on Briggs Commercial Turf Series 
engine; cartridge-style filter on Kawasaki FS engine.

• All Tiger Cat™ models include standard twin-stick steering controls, 
pneumatic (air-filled) front caster tires and foldable Roll-Over 
Protection System (ROPS).

•  Heavy-duty tubular steel frame provides a solid foundation for  
years of reliable service; replaceable front caster wheel swivel  
pivot assembly arm.

•  Fabricated, welded and reinforced Velocity Plus™ cutter deck is ultra-
strong and true commercial-grade. Tri-Plate deck is nearly ½" thick.

•  Powerful drive system features dependable design, while dual  
10cc pumps and high-torque, cast-iron wheel motors ensure  
reliable power.

•  Up to 10 mph forward and 4.5 mph reverse ground speeds make 
quick work of tough jobs. 

•  Low center-of-gravity delivers sure footing on a variety of terrains.

•  Torsion spring suspension seat on most models adjusts to operator’s 
weight to provide superior comfort. Seat features full padding, 
forward/rearward adjustment, high back, adjustable armrests and 
adjustable back angle. Some models feature a “Soft-Ride” seat.

•  7-gallon approximate fuel capacity for hours of cutting time. Large 
fuel tank filler neck allows for quick refueling. Fuel tank features a 
molded-in cup holder for extra convenience.

•  Large 24" drive tires ensure solid traction and curb climbing ability. 

You can increase the productivity of your Tiger Cat using any of these 
optional accessories: grass catchers, flat-free caster tires, Quick-Fit™ 
steering levers, mulching systems, Tiger Striper, Operator-Controlled 
Discharge Chute (OCDC), chrome wheel covers, trailer hitch, and 
halogen light kit. 

Z E r o - T U r N  r I d E r
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rEdEfININg QUALITY
ANd PErforMANCE
Whether you’re making your livelihood or you just want to be the envy 

of your neighborhood, the Freedom Z® is built with the same focus on 

durability, comfort and quality-of-cut that defines every Scag® mower. Built 

with a heavy-duty tubular steel frame, commercial grade Ogura PTO clutch 

and independent Hydro-Gear transaxles, the Freedom Z is engineered for 

years of dependable power and performance. Maintenance is a snap thanks 

to the sealed aluminum spindles with ball bearings and simplified grease 

points.  The ergonomically designed operator controls and cushioned, 

adjustable seat make sure you’re comfortable no matter the conditions. 

Featuring quick and convenient ¼" height adjustments, the Freedom Z lets 

you dial in the perfect cut without missing a beat. With ground speeds of up 

to 10 mph (SFZP61 models), you’ll lose no time getting to the next job or the 

hammock as you admire your perfectly manicured lawn.
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“This is my first Scag, and I am in love. 

My lawn won’t see anything other than a Scag 

for as long as I am breathing.” 

                      – Ryan Tanner  / Coventry, CT

• Low-profile, fixed-position Roll-Over Protection System  
(ROPS).

• Extra-low center-of-gravity for maximum stability over  
challenging terrain.

• 3-year/500-hour non-commercial or 1-year commercial  
mower warranty. See the Scag Limited Warranty Statement  
for complete details.

• 48", 52" or 61" cutter deck with anti-scalp rollers provides  
a beautiful quality-of-cut.

• Sealed aluminum spindles with ball bearings deliver 
“maintenance-free,” high-performance operation; ½" thick 
mounting flange.

• Comfortable, thick-cushioned seat is easily adjustable and 
delivers a high level of operator comfort.

• Low-maintenance mower design greatly reduces grease  
points for operator convenience.

• 6.5-gallon total fuel capacity maximizes refueling intervals  
to save time and get the job done fast.

• Cup holder and storage tray built into fuel tank for  
operator convenience.

• Innovative height-of-cut adjustment is quick, and conveniently 
adjusts in ¼" increments.

• Interlocked parking brake system prevents movement when 
parked on slopes. The mower will not operate with the brake 
on, preventing premature brake wear.

• Self-adjusting belt systems keep belts in constant, proper 
adjustment for long life.

• Easy-to-release dump valves on transaxles allow the mower to 
be moved without the engine running.

• Commercial-grade, powder-coat paint for a high-gloss finish 
and increased durability.

• Digital hour meter features pre-programmed maintenance 
reminders. Hour meter only activates when the engine is 
running to accurately record engine time.

• Highly flexible discharge chute will not dent and is  
easy on the landscape.

ALL  frEEdoM Z  (SfZ  & SZfP)  ModELS : A L L  F R E E D O M  Z  ( S F Z  &  S Z F P )  M O D E L S  C O N T I N U E D :

frEEdoM Z  48"/52"  (SfZ)  ModELS :

frEEdoM Z  Pro 52"/61"  (SfZP)  ModELS :

• Hydro-Gear ZT3100 or ZT3400 hydro transaxles (2 independent 
units with charge pumps and all-metal gears) deliver smooth drive 
power while spin-on oil filters provide easy maintenance.

• Ground speeds up to 10 mph (SFZP61) or 8.5 mph (SFZP52) for 
maximum productivity.

• Large front caster tires and extra-large 22" (SFZP52) or 23" 
(SFZP61) drive tires for solid traction and a smooth ride.

• Foot-operated parking brake activates a disc brake system.

• Rubber iso-mounted footplate for increased operator comfort.

• Adjustable height-of-cut from 1½" to 5" in ¼" increments.

• Hydro-Gear ZT2800 hydro transaxles (2 independent units with 
charge pumps and all-metal gears) deliver smooth drive power 
while spin-on oil filters provide easy maintenance.

• Ground speeds up to 8 mph for high productivity.

• Large front caster tires and 20" drive tires for solid traction  
and a smooth ride.

• Adjustable height-of-cut from 1" to 4½" in ¼" increments.

Convenient operator station puts the 
mower controls within easy reach.

Foot pedal cutter deck lift is spring-
assisted and makes raising the cutter 
deck smooth and easy.

Powerful V-Twin engine options up to  
27hp provide smooth, reliable power.

Four-corner deck leveling system 
ensures easy cutter deck adjustments 
for an even cut.

Ogura PTO clutch brake for easy deck 
engagement. Adjustable internal air-gap  
for long life.

Pierced, extruded steel footplate for 
enhanced comfort. Rubber iso-mounted 
on SFZP 52"/61" only. SFZP model shown.SFZP61 shown above.

SFZ48 shown to the left.
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Take a stand for maneuverability and productivity with the V-Ride™. It’s easy 

to operate, comfortable and provides a superior quality-of-cut, and with 

four available deck sizes, it’ll get you through all the tight spots while leaving 

plenty of trailer space for your other gear. The spacious operator platform and 

coil spring suspension soak up the bumps to optimize comfort and reduce 

operator fatigue. Featuring our legendary Velocity Plus™ cutter deck (48", 52" 

and 61" models), heavy-duty cutter deck spindles and tough Ogura PTO clutch, 

the V-Ride is ready to take on the toughest challenges and provide years of 

dependable service. Several engine options are available to meet your specific 

power and efficiency needs. A wide stance and large drive tires provide solid 

traction and stability while you hit ground speeds up to 11 mph. 

TAkE A STANd for
PErforMANCE ANd CoMforT

FPO
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“We constantly receive excellent comments and 

reviews from our customers due to our quality of 

work. We attribute this to our Scag mowers’ superior 

cut and striping ability, along with our attention to 

detail. From manicured lawns to overgrown fields, 

the V-Ride never ceases to amaze me. We have cut in 

ridiculous conditions and the V-Ride always comes 

through with excellent results.” 

         – Shane Force / Blade Runners, LLC / Woodlawn, TN

• Rugged, dual hydraulic drive system delivers 
dependable power with 10cc Hydro-Gear pumps  
and 12cc pumps on 61" V-Ride.

• Productive ground speeds help get the job done fast: 
up to 11 mph on the 61" model, up to 8.5 mph on the 
48" and 52" models, and up to 7.7 mph on 36" model.

• Auxiliary hydraulic oil cooler reduces temperatures, 
extending hydraulic system component life (48", 52" 
and 61" models).

• Ergonomic operator controls provide incredible ease-
of-use along with maximum comfort. Intuitive control 
design minimizes learning curve for new operators.

• Large 8-gallon fuel tank on the 52" and 61" models 
and 5-gallon fuel tank on the 36" and 48" models. All 
models feature large, angled filler neck and fuel gauge 
for operator convenience.

• Flat-free (semi-pneumatic) front caster tires eliminate 
downtime and expense caused by flat tires.

• The V-Ride™ is covered by a strong 2-year commercial 
or 3-year/500-hour non-commercial mower warranty. 
See the Scag Limited Warranty Statement for details.

• A variety of accessories are available for the V-Ride, 
such as fabric grass catcher, chrome wheel covers, 
Hurricane Mulch Kit, mulching plate and Blade Buddy. 

• 36" Advantage™ or 48", 52" or 61" Velocity Plus™ cutter 
deck provides an unmatched quality-of-cut and wide, 
even discharge. Tri-plate deck top is nearly ½" thick.

• Spacious operator platform with coil spring suspension 
delivers a smooth ride and reduces operator fatigue. 

• Entire operator platform lifts up and out of the way to 
save space on the trailer, and allows you to walk behind 
the mower when needed.

• Scag® heavy-duty cutter deck spindles with 1¹⁄8" 
hardened steel shaft, cast-iron housing and greaseable, 
tapered roller bearings provide reliable strength. 
Spindles covered by a 3-year warranty.

• Strong, reliable Ogura PTO clutch engages and 
disengages the blades quickly and easily with 
adjustable air-gap for long life.

• Powerful and efficient Kawasaki engines provide 
smooth, reliable power. Kohler EFI engine option 
delivers exceptional efficiency and dependable 
performance. Heavy-duty canister air filter available  
on Kawasaki FX and Kohler EFI engines.

• Heavy-duty steel frame construction ensures a solid 
foundation for long life.

• Large drive tires provide surefooted traction:  
18" tires on the 36" model, 20" tires on the 48", 52"  
and 61" models.

A variety of Scag-tough accessories are available to fit the V-Ride.  From the 
Hurricane Plus™ Mulching System to the Operator-Controlled Discharge Chute 
(OCDC), you’re sure to find the right accessory to fit your specific needs and 
preferences and help increase your productivity.

ACCESSorIES

H Y d r o  S T A N d - o N

Easily change cutting heights in the 
field with no tools (11/2" to 4 1/2" in ¼" 
increments). Deck can be lifted from 
the operating position with the pull of a 
spring-assisted lever.

Auxiliary hydraulic oil cooler on the 48", 52" 
and 61" V-Ride keeps oil temperatures well 
within a safe operating level and adds to 
hydraulic system component life.

Easy to reach, full-featured instrument 
panel has ignition key, cutter deck 
engagement switch, drive and neutral 
lever, throttle, choke and digital hour meter. 

Ergonomic operator controls provide 
incredible ease-of-use along with maximum 
comfort. Intuitive control design minimizes 
learning curve  for new operators.

Spacious operator platform with coil  
spring suspension delivers a smooth ride 
and reduces operator fatigue.

Multi-position, adjustable comfort cushion 
allows for comfortable operation, hour 
after hour.

2 6



SWZT

Dual hydraulic ZT-2800 transaxles with cooling fans and steel fan 
covers allow independent, amazingly smooth and positive power 
to each wheel; two independent units with charge pumps and all 
metal gears. Rear skid plate protects the underside and transaxles 
from impact damage.

Innovative rider-style height-of-cut adjustment is quick and 
convenient; 11/2" to 4 1/2" in ¼" increments.

“I’m coming from [another brand] and couldn’t 

be any happier than I am with my new Scag 

SWZT.  The quick height adjustment was the best 

thing since sliced bread for the walk-behinds, 

and the quality-of-cut is awesome. The welds 

are perfect and the mower is smooth as butter, 

as advertised. It’s designed and built just like an 

American product should be!”  

         – Michael Hammons  / Picture Perfect Lawns  / Round Rock, TX

• Large 18" drive tires and 9" front caster tires  
for stability.

• Ground speeds up to 7 mph forward and 3 mph in 
reverse get the job done fast.

• Available with a Kawasaki FS series engine for 
smooth, reliable, power. Convenient oil drain access 
for easy maintenance.

• Large 5.5-gallon fuel tank features molded-in cup 
holder and large filler neck for convenience; built-in 
fuel gauge.

• Extra-strong, fully fabricated and welded steel cutter 
deck; 36", 48" or 52" floating deck design provides a 
beautiful quality-of-cut.

• Sealed aluminum spindles with ball bearings deliver 
“maintenance-free,” high-performance operation and 
½" thick mounting flange for strength.

• Strong, reliable Ogura PTO clutch engages and 
disengages the blades quickly and easily. Adjustable 
air-gap for long life and reduced maintenance costs.

• 3-year/500-hour non-commercial or 2-year 
commercial mower warranty. See the Scag® Limited 
Warranty Statement for complete details.

• Easy to reach, full-featured instrument panel has 
ignition key, cutter deck engagement switch, speed 
selection lever, throttle and choke.  Knock-out hole 
and wire harness easily accommodate an optional 
digital hour meter.

• Brake interlock switch prevents operation of unit with 
parking brake on.

Ultra-comfortable, ergonomic control system designed to make operation easy, hour after hour. The controls not only contour to 
the natural angles of your extended hands, but are placed to keep your hands out of harm’s way when mowing next to trees and 
bushes. Unitized handle construction provides added strength.

H Y d r o - d r I v E  W A L k - B E H I N d

ErgoNoMIC  CoNTroL  SYSTEM
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SWZ: De-clutch cold-start feature 
enhances cold weather starting. It uses 
a large, easy-to-pull chain that locks into 
a slot in the engine deck to relieve pump 
pressure.

SWZ: “Adjust-A-Trac” tool is conveniently 
mounted on the engine deck for quick and 
easy neutral and tracking adjustments in 
the field.

SWZ: Spring-assisted EZ-Grip design 
reduces hand force required to operate 
drive controls for maximum operator 
comfort.

SWZ  |   H Y d r o - d r I v E  W A L k - B E H I N d

• Heavy-duty Advantage and Velocity Plus™ cutter decks are 
constructed for outstanding durability (52" and 61" decks are 
made with a 10-gauge top and 7-gauge skirt, 36" and 48" decks 
are constructed of 7-gauge steel).

• Tough spindle assembly features a cast-iron housing with a 
heavy-duty flange secured with 5/16". grade-8 mounting hardware. 
Tapered roller bearings add 50% more load-carrying capacity 
than ball bearings. Covered by a 3-year limited warranty.

•  Productive ground speeds up to 7.4 mph to get the job done fast. 

• Large 5.5-gallon fuel tank features molded-in cup holder and 
large filler neck.

• Convenient instrument panel puts 
controls at operator’s fingertips. Panel 
has key, cutter deck engagement switch, 
choke and throttle. SWZ also includes 
tracking adjustment, parking brake and forward 
speed lever. Knock-out hole and wire harness 
easily accommodate an optional analog hour 
meter.

• Fixed cutter deck adjusts from 1¾" to  
4½" in ¼" increments.

•  Large 16" drive wheels feature rounded edges for 
better floatation and less turf tearing. 

• Flat-free (semi-pneumatic) front caster tires reduce 
maintenance costs and keep you in the field,  
cutting grass.

•  Nylon hydraulic reservoir features a large surface area to keep 
operating temperatures low.

• Brake interlock switch prevents operation of unit with parking 
brake on.

• Hydro transmission belt is self-adjusting to save maintenance  
time and extend belt life.

• Belt cover has easy-access holes to reach  
the top spindle nuts for blade removal.

• Flexible discharge chute will not dent and is easy on 
landscaping.

Hydraulic power and simple design combine to make the 
SWZ the most efficient and easy-to-handle walk-behind you 
can buy. The SWZ has all the features Scag mowers are famous for: 
tough, durable components for long life and heavy-duty cutter decks 
that deliver an unmatched cut.

SIMPLE  ANd Eff IC IENT  dES IgN

• Large 5.5-gallon fuel tank features molded-in cup holder and 
large filler neck.

• Fixed cutter deck adjusts from 1¾" to 4½" in ¼" increments.

• Flat-free (semi-pneumatic) front caster tires reduce maintenance 
costs and keep you in the field, cutting grass.

• Full commercial-grade construction ensures years of  
productive use.

•  Productive ground speeds up to 6 mph to get the job done fast.

• Convenient instrument panel puts controls at operator’s fingertips. 
Panel has key, cutter deck engagement switch, choke and throttle. 
Knock-out hole and wire harness easily accommodate an optional 
analog hour meter.

• Belt cover has easy-access holes to reach the top spindle nuts 
for blade removal.

• Heavy-duty Advantage and Velocity Plus™ cutter decks are 
constructed for outstanding durability (52" decks are made 
with a 10-gauge top and 7-gauge skirt, 32", 36" and 48" decks 
are constructed of 7-gauge steel).

•  Large drive wheels feature rounded edges for better flotation 
and less turf tearing.

• Tough spindle assembly features a cast-iron housing with 
a heavy-duty flange, secured with 5/16", grade-8 mounting 
hardware. Tapered roller bearings add 50% more load-carrying 
capacity than ball bearings. Covered by a 3-year limited 
warranty.

SW: Five-Speed Peerless transmission 
features nine-spline coupler shafts for 
durability and a wide selection of forward 
ground speeds.

SW & SWZ: Dependable Ogura clutch 
engages and disengages the blades 
quickly and easily. Adjustable air-gap
for long life.

SW: Spring-assisted EZ-Grip design 
reduces hand force required to operate 
drive controls for maximum operator 
comfort.

Simple to maintain belt-drive design and five-speed 
transmission makes the SW easy to service and operate. 
Economical, durable and productive, the SW Walk-Behind provides  
years of dependable operation and an outstanding return on investment.

SIMPLE  ANd EASY 
To  SErv ICE  dES IgN

SW  |   B E L T - d r I v E  W A L k - B E H I N dSWSWZ
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3-Bag: Three tapered, commercial-
grade fabric grass collection bags make 
dumping easy. Optimum debris packing 
means less time emptying the bags and 
more productive mowing. 

3-Bag: Hard, molded plastic bottoms 
help keep the bags safe from curb and 
trailer damage. The steel grab handle and 
tapered bag design make emptying the 
bags easy.

Both of the catchers include front 
weights and a mounting bar, keeping 
the center-of-gravity low and stable 
(number of weights depends on 
catcher model).

ACCESSorIES

CLAM-SHELL  grASS CATCHEr

fABrIC  3 -BAg  grASS CATCHEr

Talk to your dealer for information on accessories that fit your particular model.
Actual system components may appear different from those pictured here.

Clam-Shell: Convenient, auto-sweep arm 
engages each time the dump lever is 
pulled to push out stubborn debris and 
sweep the hopper clean.

All spindle-driven catchers have a 
balanced, all-steel, 4-blade blower that 
pulverizes debris, reducing particle size 
to increase packing density.

Clam-Shell: The dump lever is easy to 
activate without leaving the mower seat.

CLAM-SHELL  grASS CATCHEr fABrIC  3 -BAg  grASS CATCHEr
• High-capacity, 16-bushel/148-gallon bagging system.

• Individual bags are ideal for dumping into containers or back 
of a truck.

• After the initial installation, the blower, debris tube and 3-bag 
collection unit can be quickly removed or reinstalled.

• High-speed, balanced, all-steel blower is spindle-driven off of 
the cutter deck. No auxiliary engine means less weight, less 
maintenance, lower cost and quieter operation.

•  Metal debris screen inside hood is durable and easy to clean.

• Spring-loaded, self-adjusting belt drives the powerful, debris-
reducing blower.

• Vertical blower design increases mower width by only 8½" for the 
Tiger Cat, Cheetah and Turf Tiger models. That’s narrower than 
the discharge chute and allows for easy trimming and convenient 
trailer loading.

•  Blower assembly (excluding belt) is covered by 
a 1-year warranty.

• High-capacity, 12-bushel/112-gallon hopper.

• Easily dump the hopper from the operator’s seat. Ideal for  
on-site dumping or dumping onto a tarp. 

• After the initial installation, the blower, debris tube and hopper 
can be quickly removed or reinstalled.

• High-speed, balanced, all-steel blower is spindle-driven off of 
the cutter deck. No auxiliary engine means less weight, less 
maintenance, lower cost and quieter operation.

• The debris screen simply slides out from the side of the  
hopper and can be cleaned at any time without having to first 
empty the hopper.

• Spring-loaded, self-adjusting belt drives the powerful, debris-
reducing blower.

• Vertical blower design increases mower width by only 8½" for 
the Tiger Cat™, Cheetah™ and Turf Tiger™ models. That’s narrower 
than the discharge chute and allows for easy trimming and 
convenient trailer loading.

• Blower assembly (excluding belt) is covered by 
a one-year warranty.

frEEdoM Z  CATCHEr*
Heavy-duty, 2-bag grass catcher with 8" 
debris tube provides 7 bushels of collection 
capacity. This system uses the same ultra-
tough commercial-grade bags as the 3-bag 
catcher for optimum debris packing and 
easy emptying.

fABrIC  BAg  CATCHEr 
gC -f4
The Scag® Fabric Bag Grass Catcher 
features a 4-cubic-foot capacity and is 
lightweight for easy dumping.

g r A S S  C A T C H E r S

*Freedom Z ® catcher does not utilize a 
blower assembly. 

Note: GC-F4 grass catcher does not 
fit 72" Velocity Plus™ decks.
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Analog Hour Meter conveniently keeps track of “run 
time” so maintenance records are easy to monitor. 
Analog meter optional for SW & SWZ walk-behind 
mowers. Digital hour meter is standard on V-Ride and 
zero-turn riders, optional for SWZT.

Hurricane Plus™ Mulch System fits all Velocity Plus™ 
decks. This patented mulching system employs 
productive “Eye of the Hurricane” mulching plates, 
baffles and Eliminator™ blades. Hurricane Mulch System 
also available for most new Advantage decks, SWZT  
and Freedom Z.

Fully adjustable Quick-Fit™ Steering Control Levers  
allow a wide range of adjustments. Fine-tune the 
steering lever position for comfort and convenience. 
Standard on most new riders, excluding Freedom Z, 
Tiger Cat and Cheetah™ 48" / 52" models. Available as an 
option for Tiger Cat and select previous models.

Replaceable Wear Pad protects the trim side of the deck 
from curb and trailer damage. Also protects property 
from being damaged by the deck. Standard on most new 
models, excluding SWZT and Freedom Z®.

Eliminator Blades feature a serrated “double cut” 
edge, shredding the grass and returning clippings 
and nutrients back to the soil. Eliminator blades are 
included with the Hurricane Plus Mulch System or can 
be purchased separately for use with the Mulching 
Plate. Other blades also available for various cutting 
conditions.

Patented Blade Buddy™ prevents cutter blade from  
rotating while changing blades. Makes blade removal 
and re-installation quick and easy.

Semi-Pneumatic Flat-free Caster Tires minimize 
downtime. Available in a wide range of sizes to fit most 
mowers. Standard on most new models, excluding, 
Freedom Z and Tiger Cat™ models. Available as an option 
for Tiger Cat and select previous models.

Convenient Scag Mulching Plate lets you convert from 
side discharge to mulching mode while in the field. 
There’s a mulching plate designed to fit all current and 
most previous Scag mowers.

The Scag® Operator-Controlled Discharge Chute 
(OCDC) allows the operator to temporarily close off the 
cutter deck’s discharge opening when mowing along 
sidewalks, around flower beds, etc. Available for select 
Velocity Plus deck models only.

Torsion Spring Suspension Seat adjusts to operator’s 
weight to provide extra comfort. Features forward 
and rearward adjustment and adjustable back angle. 
Standard on most new Tiger Cat and Turf Tiger models.

Tiger Bumper provides additional protection against  
trailer damage and damage from objects in the field.  
Fits Turf Tiger models. (May not be used in conjunction  
with grass catchers.)

Foldable Roll-Over Protection System (ROPS) folds down 
for transport. Easy-mount ROPS features OSHA 1928 
certification and seatbelt. Standard on most newer  
zero-turn riders, excluding Freedom Z. Available as an  
option for some previous models.

Classy Chrome Wheel Covers are made of extremely 
durable plastic. They include metal retaining tabs, an 
access hole for the valve stem and proudly feature the 
Scag logo in chrome. Available in 8" and 12" diameters 
to fit most Freedom Z, Turf Tiger, Cheetah and Tiger Cat 
models and some SWZT and SWZ models. Sold in sets 
of two to fit the rear drive wheels.

Trailer Hitch (250 lb. capacity) lets you haul a trailer 
or pull tow-behind attachments. Available for Tiger 
Cat, Cheetah and Turf Tiger models, as well as some 
other previous models. Freedom Z Hitch also available 
(excluding the 36" Freedom Z).

Halogen Light Kit is easy to mount and extends visibility.  
Two super-bright halogen lights deliver 38 watts each for 
a total of 76 watts of lighting power. Kits available to fit all 
new zero-turn riders. Freedom Z and Cheetah light kits 
also available (100 watt kit).

8" 12"

ScagShop.com is your exclusive online 
source for the latest Official Scag 
wearables and gift items. Check out the 
fantastic selection of hats, shirts (adult 
and youth sizes), jackets, drinkware, 
signage, gifts and much more. Place your 
order directly online and have it shipped 
right to your home or workplace. Great 
prices, fast service. Check back often so 
you don’t miss out on the newest styles!

Items shown above are for illustration only. 
Actual selection of items can change often and 
without notice or obligation. 

Note:  Scag mower parts and accessories are 
not available on ScagShop.com. Contact your 
local Scag dealer to order these items.

WEAr I T  W ITH  Pr IdE .

Patented Tiger Striper gives grass a high-profile, 
professionally striped finish. It features a spring-
loaded roller design for enhanced pattern appearance. 
Kit easily installs and removes in minutes. Kits 
available for Freedom Z (excluding 36" model), Tiger 
Cat, Cheetah and Turf Tiger™ as well as select previous 
models.

ACCESSorIES C U S T o M I Z E  Y o U r  S C A g  M o W E r
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e
ModEL  NUMBEr HP* ENgINE# of BLAdESdECk WIdTH WE IgHT  (LBS)

All models subject to availability.* Engine power levels as rated by the manufacturer.

ModEL  L IST INg

Turf Tiger™

STT52V-21CH-LP 52" 3 n/a Kohler command – propane-powered 1325
STT52V-26CH-EFI 52" 3 26 Kohler command – electronic fuel injection a/c 1250
STT61V-21CH-LP 61" 3 n/a Kohler command – propane-powered 1425

STT61V-25KA 61" 3 25 Kawasaki – liquid-cooled 1350
STT61V-25KBD 61" 3 25 Kubota – diesel-powered 1665
STT61V-26DFI 61" 3 26 Kawasaki – digital fuel injection l/c 1350
STT61V-26CH-EFI 61" 3 26 Kohler command – electronic fuel injection a/c 1350

STT61V-31KB-DF 61" 3 29/31 Kubota – dual-fuel (gasoline / propane) 1540

STT61V-35BVAC 61" 3 35 Briggs vanguard – air-cooled 1425
STT72V-25KBD 72" 3 25 Kubota – diesel-powered 1725
STT72V-26CH-EFI 72" 3 26 Kohler command – electronic fuel injection a/c 1400
STT72V-26DFI 72" 3 26 Kawasaki – digital fuel injection l/c 1400
STT72V-31KB-DF 72" 3 29/31 Kubota - dual-fuel (gasoline / propane) 1590
STT72V-35BVAC 72" 3 35 Briggs vanguard – air-cooled 1590

Cheetah™

SCZ48V-22FX 48" 3 22 Kawasaki FX – v-twin 1075
SCZ48V-23CV-EFI 48" 3 23 Kohler command EFI – v-twin 1075
SCZ52V-23FX 52" 3 23 Kawasaki FX – v-twin 1080

SCZ52V-25CV-EFI 52" 3 25 Kohler command EFI – v-twin 1080
SCZ61V-27FX 61" 3 27 Kawasaki FX – v-twin 1350
SCZ61V-31FX 61" 3 31 Kawasaki FX – v-twin 1365
SCZ61V-34CV-EFI 61" 3 34 Kohler command EFI – v-twin 1350

SCZ61V-36BV 61" 3 36 Briggs vanguard – v-twin 1360
SCZ61RD-31FX 61" 3 31 Kawasaki FX – v-twin 1365
SCZ72V-31FX 72" 3 31 Kawasaki FX – v-twin 1400
SCZ72V-34CV-EFI 72" 3 34 Kohler command EFI – v-twin 1385

Freedom Z®

SFZ48-18FR 48" 3 18 Kawasaki FR – v-twin 745
SFZ48-22KT 48" 3 22 Kohler 7000 series – v-twin 745
SFZ52-21FR 52" 3 21 Kawasaki FR – v-twin 765

SFZ52-24KT 52" 3 24 Kohler 7000 series – v-twin 765
SFZP52-23FS 61" 3 23 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 840
SFZP52-25BS 61" 3 25 Briggs commercial turf series – v-twin 830
SFZP61-24FS 61" 3 24 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 900

SFZP61-27BS 61" 3 27 Briggs commercial turf series – v-twin 880

Tiger Cat™

STC48V-22FS 48" 3 22 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 1030
STC48V-23CV 48" 3 23 Kohler command – v-twin 1030
STC52V-22FX 52" 3 22 Kawasaki FX – v-twin 1100

STC52V-25CV-EFI 52" 3 25 Kohler command EFI – v-twin 1100
STC61V- 23FX 61" 3 23 Kawasaki FX – v-twin 1150
STC61V-26CV-EFI 61" 3 26 Kohler command EFI – v-twin 1150

STC61V-27BS 61" 3 27 Briggs commercial turf series – v-twin 1150

V-Ride™

SVR36A-15FS 36" 2 15 Kawasaki FX – v-twin, recoil start 770
SVR36A-19FX 36" 2 19 Kawasaki FX – v-twin 775
SVR48V-22FX 48" 3 22 Kawasaki FX – v-twin 860

SVR52V-23FX 52" 3 23 Kawasaki FX – v-twin 860
SVR52V-25CV-EFI 52" 3 25 Kohler command EFI – v-twin 860
SVR61V-25FX 61" 3 25 Kawasaki FX – v-twin 975
SVR61V-26CV-EFI 61" 3 26 Kohler command EFI – v-twin 975

SWZ

SWZ36A-14FS 36" 2 14 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 515
SWZ48V-15FS 48" 3 15 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 565
SWZ52V-18FS 52" 3 18 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 585

SWZ52V-18FS (large frame) 52" 3 18 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 605
SWZ52V-22FSE (large frame) 52" 3 22 Kawasaki FS – electric-start 660
SWZ61V-18FS (large frame) 61" 3 18 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 715
SWZ61V-22FSE (large frame) 61" 3 22 Kawasaki FS – electric-start 717

SW

SW32-14FS 32" 2 14 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 450
SW36A-14FS 36" 2 14 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 470
SW48V-14FS 48" 3 14 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 515

SW52V-15FS 52" 3 15 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 535

SWZT

SWZT36-14FS 36" 2 14 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 550
SWZT48-15FS 48" 3 15 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 585
SWZT52-18FS 52" 3 18 Kawasaki FS – v-twin 605
SWZT52-18FSE 52" 3 18 Kawasaki FS – electric start 605

Some accessories listed above may not fit all sizes of models indicated.  
Many of the accessories shown are also available to fit older Scag mowers. 
Contact your Scag dealer for details.

*Suspension seat standard on most Tiger Cat models except  
STC48V-22FS and STC61V-27BS, which feature a “Soft-Ride” seat.

**Also available for some older models.

Clam-Shell Spindle Drive 
Grass Catcher

Fabric 3-Bag Spindle Drive 
Grass Catcher

Freedom Z Fabric 2-Bag 
Grass Catcher

Fabric Bag Grass  
Catcher GC-F4

Suspension Seat* 

Chrome Wheel Covers

Hurricane/Hurricane Plus™ 
Mulch Kit

Mulching Plate

Tiger Stripe Kit

Trailer Hitch

Halogen Light Kit

Flat-free Caster Tire**

Blade Buddy™

Quick-Fit™  
Steering Levers**

Cup Holder

Hour Meter

Tiger Bumper

Operator-Controlled 
Discharge Chute (OCDC)

Additional Blade Options

See page 32-35 for accessory details.

TUrf  T IgEr ™ SWZ & SWCHEETAH ™ v -r IdE SWZTfrEEdoM Z ®T IgEr  CAT ®

oPT IoNAL  ACCESSorIES  BY  ModEL  rEfErENCE
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*See the Scag Limited Warranty Statement for complete details. 
† Excludes Freedom Z.

rIdErS * 
(ACrES  PEr  8 -HoUr dAY)

W ALk -BEH INdS *  
(ACrES  PEr  8 -HoUr dAY)

52"

13.5

48"

12.4

36"

9.3

32"

8.3

61"

15.8

* Riders based on 6 mph average cutting speed. Walk-Behinds based on 4 mph average cutting speed. (Total reduced 20% to allow for overlap and turns.)

72"

28

52"

20.2

48"

18.6

36"

14

61"

23.7

SCAg 3 -YEAr  dECk & SP INdLE  W ArrANTY
Scag cutter decks and blade spindles are warranted against 
manufacturing defects for three years,* parts and labor for two  
years, and parts coverage for the third year.

SCAg ACCESSorY W ArrANTY
Scag mower accessories are warranted for 90 days.* Grass catcher 
blower assembly is covered for one year, including parts and labor, 
excluding belts. 

SCAg 3 -YEAr  /  500 -HoUr NoN -CoMMErCIAL  W ArrANTY
All new Scag mowers are covered by a limited three-year or  
500-hour warranty (whichever comes first) for non-commercial use.*  
This warranty covers manufacturing defects for three years,  
including parts and labor. This limited warranty is for non-commercial 
owners only.

THE  BEST  W ArrANT IES  YoU ’LL  ProBABLY  NEvEr  NEEd
We are proud of the quality of our mowers and their well-earned 
reputation for durability. Scag mowers are engineered and 
manufactured to the highest industry standards. We use only the best 
components and manufacturing processes. To show our commitment 
to you, our customer, and to these top-quality Scag products, we back 
them with a very strong warranty.

SCAg 2 -YEAr  CoMMErCIAL  W ArrANTY
All new Scag mowers are covered by a limited two-year warranty for 
commercial use.† This warranty covers manufacturing defects for two 
years, including parts and labor.

SCAg 1 -YEAr  frEEdoM Z  CoMMErCIAL  W ArrANTY
All new Scag Freedom Z mowers are covered by a one-year limited 
commercial warranty.* This warranty covers manufacturing defects, 
including parts and labor.

UNMATCHEd ProdUCT Iv I TY

BEST  W ArrANT IES

Scag mowers are constructed with durable steel 
frames, fabricated steel cutter decks and reliable 

components to keep you in the grass and out of the 
repair shop. Operator comfort, easy maneuverability 

and a beautiful quality-of-cut are built into each 
Scag mower. They deliver productive mowing,  

day after day – with results you and your  
customers can be proud of.

SCAg offErS  A  W IdE  rANgE  of  MoWErS 
THAT  W ILL  Add doLLArS To  YoUr BoTToM 
L INE  ANd g IvE  YoUr BUSINESS  AN  EdgE 
ovEr  THE  CoMPET IT IoN .
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Scag Power Equipment, Division of Metalcraft of Mayville, Inc.  

1000 Metalcraft Drive, Mayville, WI 53050

©2014 All information and specifications are accurate as of the date of publication.   
Because we strive to continually improve our products, Scag reserves the right to make changes at any time without notice or obligation. 

ProUd NAT IoNAL  SPoNSor of :

off IC IAL  LAWN MoWEr of :

NExT -dAY  EMErgENCY PArTS  dEL IvErY

A vo Id  doWNT IME  W ITH  ExCELLENT  dEALEr  SUPPorT
Scag dealers strive to keep a comprehensive inventory of service 
parts on hand and ready to meet your needs. We know you need to 
minimize downtime to make your business profitable. If a needed part 
is not in stock, Scag Emergency Parts Delivery can get that part to your 
dealer via next-day air delivery! Ask your dealer for details about this 
special service. 

SCAg f INANCINg  ProgrAMS 

YoUr EQUIPMENT  BUdgET  CAN go  EvEN  fUrTHEr
We make it easy for you to own "Simply the Best" commercial 
mowers with special financing programs. Your Scag dealer can provide 
complete information on how to economically put a Scag mower  
to work for you.  

gENUINE  SCAg PArTS
Protect your Scag mower investment by using only genuine Scag 
replacement parts. Only genuine Scag parts are designed for an exact 
fit and to provide maximum performance and reliability. Do not settle 
for cheap imitations. Insist on genuine Scag replacement parts.

SCAg.CoMTo view Scag patents, visit www.Scag.com/patents.html




